
HURLEY v Stoke Green 3rd XI Date: 4th May 2019 
 
Played at Hurley 
 
Innings of Stoke Green 3rd  
 

 
Name How Out Bowler Runs 

1 - Adithy st Mike Walton b  Phil Ridgeway 69 

2 - Tony ct Joban Singh b  Kelvin Baillie 21 

3 - Irtaza 
 

b  Liam Cole 30 

4 - Arun 
 

b  Phil Ridgeway 62 

5 Ravi Dahiya*† 
 

ct & b Phil Ridgeway 2 

6 - Aman ct Mike Walton b  Liam Cole 26 

7 - Bratik st Mike Walton b  Phil Ridgeway 1 

8 C Chohan not out 
 

1 

9 - Ved 
 

b  Phil Ridgeway 0 

10 Ray Hasioszyn  not out 
 

2 

11 Latif Khan did not bat 
  

Extras       lb (1), w (9) 10 

Total 224 

Wickets  8 

Overs  40 

 

 
Bowler Overs Maidens Runs Wickets Wides No Balls 

1 Josh Cole 4 1 10 0 0 0 

2 Joban Singh 5 0 19 0 5 0 

3 Kelvin Baillie 4 0 20 1 0 0 

4 Ravi Singh 8 1 33 0 0 0 

5 Liam Cole 6 1 30 2 1 0 

6 Hassan Gul 3 0 44 0 0 0 

7 Phil Ridgeway 7 0 35 5 0 0 

8 Dave Walton 3 0 32 0 3 0 

 
Result:  Match Abandoned. 
 
A frustrating start to the 2019  season at Shepherds Lane saw the players brave 
frezzing temperatures, hail stones, torrential rain and gale force winds interspersed 
with bright blue sky and sunshine. 
 
After a brief hailstorm, play started in bright sunshine with the visitors having been 
inserted by Josh Cole on his debut as first eleven skipper. Cole himself opened the 
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bowling and conceded only 10 runs from his four over spell, all from short deliveries. 
When he pitched the ball up, Cole found some swing and made life difficult for 
openers Adithy (60) and Tony (21). At the other end Joban Singh initially struggled to 
find his line sending down three wides before he managed a legal delivery. Kelvin 
Baillie replaced Cole at the River End and got the breakthrough when Tony chipped a 
long hop tho point where Joban Singh reached high to take the catch. Ravi Singh 
bowled a tight spell of 0-33 in 8 overs. Young off spinner Liam Cole was introduced 
into the attack, bowling with the wind behind him he struggled at first to find his 
length and was launched over the square leg boundary by Irtaza (30). Two deliveries 
later, Cole had his revenge, spinning one through the gate as Irtaza went for another 
big shot. At the drinks interval the visitors were handily placed at 83 for 2. 
 A 106 run partnership between Adithy and Arun helped up the run rate for Stoke 
Green, taking them to 179 in the 34th over before Adithy made one charge too many 
against veteran left arm spinner Phil Ridgeway and was nowhere to be seen as Mike 
Walton whipped off the bails for his first stumping of the season. Five wickets in four 
overs for Ridgeway saw the Stoke Green tail flounder. Ridgeway accounted for the 
visistor’s skipper, strectching his right arm to take a return catch and become the 
first Hurley player to hold onto 500 catches in his career.  Liam Cole returned to find 
the outside edge of Aman and three wickets in four deliveries by Ridgeway from the 
last over of the innings saw the visitors finish on a competitive 224 for 8. The match 
was brought to an abrupt end during the tea interval when a torrential downpour 
saw the square flooded and two sight screens blown over the hedge into Shepherds 
Lane.  


